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D-ILA™ technology for simulator applications F. R. Gruendell*a, W. P. Bleha**b, R. D. Sterling***b a



Evans and Sutherland Computer Corp, 600 Komas Drive, Salt Lake City UT 84108 USA b JVC North America R&D Center, 20984 Bake Parkway, Suite 102, Lake Forest CA 92630 USA ABSTRACT D-ILA modulators and projectors based on LCOS (liquid crystal on silicon) technology have been developed. The compact reflection-mode modulators have resolution of up to 3840 x 2048 pixels for projection display applications including simulation and visualization. The Evans and Sutherland VistaView™ head tracked area of interest system has evolved from 1992 to incorporate many display improvements. The paper reviews D-ILA technology and the incorporation of D-ILA projectors into the VistaView system. Keywords: Projection Display, LCOS, D-ILA, Spatial Light Modulator, Projection Display Modulator, Simulator Display , VistaView



1. INTRODUCTION To display the high data content imagery, JVC is developing ultrahigh-resolution display modulators and projectors based on their proprietary LCOS technology: D-ILA™ 1, 2. JVC has pioneered the development of LCOS technology introducing the first D-ILA projector in 1998. D-ILA projectors in production include models at SXGA+ (1400 x 1050 pixel) and QXGA (2048 x 1536 pixel) resolution. D-ILA projection display modulators and a research projector have been demonstrated at QHDTV (3840 x 2048 pixel) resolution. For 35 years Evans and Sutherland has been providing the highest performance in computer generated visual systems for simulation and training. E&S visuals are used in a wide variety of applications. • Pilot training for military commercial aircraft • Military and maritime ship bridge training • Military armor and ground vehicle crew training • Automobile engineering simulation • Visualization for defense and homeland security • Military mission planning and rehearsal • Entertainment and planetarium theatres The complete visual system integrates databases representative of real world terrain, real-time computer image generation, and display devices. Ever increasing fidelity in the visual system requires steadily improved resolution in the display device. Evans & Sutherland has successfully employed the JVC ILA and D-ILA projectors in simulator applications. The VistaView product is a head tracked area of interest display that presents unique challenges for projector devices. *
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2. D-ILA PROPERTIES 2.1 D-ILA modulator types



Table 1 shows a D-ILA display modulators and a chart of modulator characteristics. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the complete line of image modulators.



Table 1. Parameters of D-ILA image modulators.



Figure 1. Photograph of D-ILA modulators.



2.2 D-ILA modulator D-ILA (Direct Drive Image Light Amplifier) is a reflective liquid-crystal device (LCOS) where electronic signals are directly addressed to the image modulator. The modulators use active matrix addressing of the liquid crystal to achieve the spatial light modulation. Since the nematic liquid crystal responds to voltage level directly, the gray scale is determined by the value of the analog voltage set on each pixel. The transfer characteristic also complements the typical signal gamma characteristic of 2.2-2.6 This reduces the transfer characteristic bit depth required to address the multi-gray levels without contouring or spatial noise found in time-sequential mode operation (pulse width modulation) used in bi-stable devices such as DMD™ . These devices have have a digital linear transfer characteristic that does not provide decompression of the black levels caused by the signal gamma. Thus high bit depth approaching infinity at zero signal level is required. Both spatial and temporal dithering are used to generate additional bits which can be noticeable in the image as noise. In Figure 2 the calculated bit depth requirements are shown for digital and analog systems. The increased bit dept necessary for a digital system is particularly severe in the dark levels.
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Figure 2. Calculated transfer characteristic accuracy as a function of bit depth for digital and analog projectors: (a) analog; (b) digital.



2.3



Liquid crystal alignment Vertically aligned nematic(VAN) LC alignment allows high device contrast ratio across the entire visible light spectrum range since, in a tunable birefringence operational mode 3, the birefringence of the liquid crystal is near zero at the threshold off-state voltage. This allows the theoretically highest contrast ratio for any liquid crystal device using a broad spectrum projection light source. The liquid crystal molecules are aligned almost perpendicular to the surface with a small pre-tilt angle at off state. A low pre-tilt angle is an important factor in achieving high contrast ratios and good quality in the projected image. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the VAN liquid crystal alignment. There is a range of pre-tilt angles best suited for producing a high contrast ratio and a good uniform image without LC disclination. With optimized pre-tilt the intrinsic device contrast ratio



for a ƒ/2.4 optical system is greater than 5000:1. As shown in Figure 3, the molecules are rotated away from the perpendicular state by the electric field from the pixel corresponding to input image signal. This movement of the molecules changes the amount of rotation of the polarized projection light . The JVC alignment method uses no organic layers common in other LC devices. Thus high stability is achieved under conditions that degrade organic layers and cause short operating lifetimes. This is shown in Figure 4 where the results of subjecting D-ILA modulators with different alignment methods to an high intensity visible light source are given. The JVC inorganic method shows no degradation during the accelerated test whereas the samples using organic (polyamide) alignment quickly degrade. In the graph the voltage holding ratio of the liquid crystal (VHR) is used as a figure of merit for the stability of the alignment method.
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Figure 3. Vertical Alignment Mode (VAN) LC alignment used in the D-ILA device.
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3. NEW D-ILA PROJECTOR TECHNOLOGY



Figure 5 shows a schematic of the new D-ILA projector color management architecture using ColorQuad ™ technology4. This is representative of many possible ColorQuad ™ system configurations. Four PBS are used to split the polarized white light into three primary color beams. The Color Select™ filters separate the color beams into orthogonal polarizations before the PBS to efficiently channel the light through the system. The colors are determined by the angle insensitive Color Select™ filters. Thus no degradation in color results from the use of low f/number systems down to f/2.



Figure 5. Schematic of ColorQuad™ color management system architecture.



4. D-ILA RELIABILITY 4.1 MTBF of D-ILA modulator



The ruggedness and reliability of the D-ILA modulator has been demonstrated in actual operation in the field since production started in 1998. Table 2 summarizes the MTBF performance.



2002/10/24 JVC ILA Center



Life-time of D-ILA panel Configuration



Life-time coefficient



Actual performance data



Life-time



IC



10% decreasing rate of MOS anplification ratio(gm) (Degradation of transistor characteristic by hot electron)



180 years at 15V (120 years at 50 degree C)



Over 10 years



LC



Timing of 10% degradation in LCD holding rate by UV element



574,200 Hrs at 0.1mW/cm2



Over 10 years



Sealing material



Reduce by half time of adhesion strength by UV light



Over 8 years at room temperature storage



Over 8 years



ACF connection



Insulation resistance of terminal 108 ohms, connnecting resistance over 300 ohms



Over 100,000 Hrs at 85 degree C, 85% moisture



Over 100,000 Hrs



Table 2.



MTBF of D-ILA modulator components.



5. VISTAVIEW™ IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Vista View system description The D-ILA projectors have been used in simulation applications usually in fixed multi-channel mosaics. They have been used on rear projected flat panel geodesic domes, front projected onto flat or curved screens or onto spherical domes. These are common configurations for simulators and can range from single channels to as many as eleven or more channels. The VistaView™ is a head tracked area of interest display device that provides a unique combination of capabilities suitable for large field of view fast jet and attack helicopter applications. From its first delivery in 1992 to the present, it is the most widely fielded display technology of its kind. The display is unusual in that it achieves a full field of regard that completely surrounds the pilot with high resolution imagery using only two projector devices and two image generator channels. The solution is efficient in that rather than simultaneously covering the entire field of regard with fixed projectors, the image is projected in front of the pilots face using an articulated optical system. The optical system is pointed using servomotors and the pilot’s head position and orientation are determined using a head tracking system. The image is projected onto the interior of a continuous spherical dome surface. There are no flat panels and thus no discontinuities in the scene. The projected image covers an instantaneous field of view of 120° horizontal by 90° vertical. A high resolution 40° X 30° region in the center of the image is produced by one projector device while another projector covers the rest of the image with lower resolution. The two images are combined concentrically and projected through one servoed optical system5.



Figure 6. A typical VistaView simulation application.



Originally the device was designed around the General Electric Talaria™ oil film light valve projector. These projectors were widely used in simulation applications before becoming obsolete and displaced by LCD projectors. The D-ILA has emerged as a replacement in VistaView applications. Some of the advantages of the D-ILA are: • Small image format allows efficient coupling of light into external optics. • Close spaced pixels: 93% aperture factor to minimize the “screen door” effect • Analog Gray Scale: Best for Eye Response • Non-linear transfer characteristic: Provide maximum gradation in dark levels • CMOS D-ILA gives state of the art scalability: 4K x 2K Projector demonstrated • Homeotropic Liquid Crystal Mode gives high contrast ratio Projectors are available with an optional “Super Contrast” specification. With this option, the contrast specification is 1000:1 instead of the standard 350:1. Higher contrast is possible and a contrast of 2000:1 has been demonstrated. In dome applications, the improved contrast makes nearly no difference in the system contrast and the added cost for this option is not justified. The digital electronics are less prone to drift when compared to the analog electronics of the ILA. As a result, the daily alignment tasks are essentially eliminated. Color matching between adjacent channels is far more stable. Table 3 compares the key specifications of the three light valves discussed for VistaView use.



Key parameters Brightness Maximum Specified Resolution Contrast Ratio



GE Talaria 10K SIM



JVC 220 ILA



JVC M5000 D-ILA



1450 ANSI lumens 600 x 450 Pixels



1800 ANSI lumens 1600x1200 Pixels



5,000 ANSI lumens 1,365 x 1,024 pixels,



140:1 Sequential 80:1 ANSI



200:1 Sequential 75:1 ANSI



Power Requirement Power Consumption Dimensions (W x H x D)



190-250vac, 50/60Hz 2200 W



120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz 20/10 A 1650 W



DLA-M5000SC: 1000:1 DLA-M5000L: 350:1 Sequential 200V-240V, 50/60 Hz AC



457 x 584 x 794 mm (18.0 x 23.0 x 31.25 in)



615 x 408 x 1263mm (24.2 x 16.1 x 49.7 in)



747 x 368 x 793 mm (29.4” x 14.5” x 31.2 in)



Weight



71 kg (157 lbs)



120 kg (262 lbs )



71 kg (157 lbs ) (without lens



Image Device



Oil film light valve



3 ILA devices



Lamp



1600 W Xenon lamp



1000W Xenon lamp



3 D-ILA devices (0.9 inches diagonal) 1.6KW, Xenon lamp



2,200 W



Table 3. Comparison of specifications of three light valve projectors for VistaView use. 5.2 Temporal response issues One parameter important to simulation is seldom listed in specification tables. Persistence can seriously affect the quality of moving images. When displaying active video, the pixels are subject to rapid change depending on the dynamics of a scene. Pixels that are slow to respond do not reach a steady state value in one field time. This can result in a loss of resolution that appears as smearing of the image. The VistaView probably represents a worst-case scenario because every pixel in the field is changing at the rate of the pilot’s head movement. An analysis of the temporal response of the Talaria™ light valve shows that the energy for a given pixel in the field peaks rapidly then decays. This response is similar to that of a CRT. In fact the Talaria™ used a writing electron beam similar to that of a CRT. Figure 7 is timing measured with an oscilloscope and a fast responding photo detector. The trace reflects the transition time of an image displayed on a conventional CRT raster monitor. The rise time of the pulse is very fast and the image decays to 50% of the peak value in just 2.6 microseconds. A CRT monitor works well for active video.



Figure 7. Typical CRT radiant response. Output drops to 50% in 2.6 microseconds.



Figure 8 is the comparable response of the Talaria light valve. Notice that the response is significantly slower, but it also has decayed to the 50% value in far less than a field time.



Figure 8. GE Talaria oil film light valve radiant response. Output decays to 50% in 6.8 milliseconds. The D-ILA has a fast response when compared to poly-silicon LCDs. The JVC M5000L D-ILA projector would be an ideal candidate for use in the VistaView if it were not for the hold time associated with active matrix storage cells within the D-ILA device. This behavior is true of all active matrix LCD devices. The hold time provides long integration of the light energy resulting in higher brightness than that realized by the Talaria™ or ILA™ technologies. As previously discussed the hold time produces smear and seriously degraded dynamic resolution. DLP™ devices have essentially no persistence, but a completely different behavior. The radiant response is essentially a two state step function. Nearly continuous values are realized by integrating the pulse code modulation of the response over the field time. If the projected field is being slewed, as VistaView does, the pixels are not fixed in space during the field time. As a result any pixel in space is not receiving the correct sum of pulses corresponding to its value. Again this degrades modulation and dynamic resolution. The traces of figure 9 and figure 10 show the rise time and the fall time as well as the hold characteristic of the D-ILA. Compare these traces to those of figure 7 and Figure 8. Also visible in figure 9 is the time required to update the entire array of pixels. The time from the addressing the first pixel in the array to the last is approximately 8 milliseconds.



Figure 9. D-ILA radiant rise time first pixel and last pixel of frame.



Figure 10. D-ILA fall time. 5.3 Vista View implementation with D-ILA A method has been developed to retain a sharp high-resolution image even with a rapidly changing scene. This method seeks to maintain the high resolution, but sacrifices brightness in the process. The goal is to improve upon the benchmark of Talaria performance. This is done by producing the impulse mode emission that is characteristic of the Talaria and CRTs. Given that the current offering of light valve projectors is motivated by the presentation and now the entertainment (e-cinema) markets, high brightness is a driving parameter. High brightness is also important to simulation, but it is not as important as high resolution. Human vision is highly adaptable to brightness conditions. (Brightness as low a 0.1 ft-lamberts has been used as full daylight in some flight simulators.) The approach to reducing the persistence is to only allow the energy from any pixel in the array to pass to the screen during a reduced interval. During the transition of the pixel capacitance being charged or discharged, and while the LCD is responding to that new charge, the pixel light is blocked from the screen. Only during a predetermined interval, during the hold time, is the light from any pixel actually allowed to pass to the screen. In other words only when the pixel is in a stable fully transitioned state will the light be passed. This interval is illustrated in the diagram of Figure 11. This timing and emission shaping is accomplished by scanning a rectangular aperture from the top of the frame to the bottom. The scanning aperture or shutter is synchronized to the vertical sync signal. The width of the aperture determines the length of time that a pixel is allowed to contribute light to the image. The narrow aperture creates a narrow pulse and reduces the smear. Consequently, the brightness is decreased in proportion to the width of the pulse.
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Figure 11. Timing of pixel emission with scanning shutter to reduce persistence.
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Figure 12. Two bladed disks are used to form a rotating scanning shutter with adjustable duty cycle. The scanning shutter is implemented by a rotating wheel formed by two identical disks with aperture blades as shown in figure 12. Each single disk has an aperture duty cycle of 50%. That is, the solid blades are as wide at the gap between the blades. The two disks are placed together with the blades overlapping such that the clear aperture is less than 50%. The aperture gap is adjustable by setting the relative position of the two wheels. To accomplish the timing illustrated in figure 11, the open aperture would be 10 degrees. This results in a 25% duty cycle of the projected light. Corresponding brightness is also reduced to 25%. The shutter is placed in the light path to accomplish the scanning of the image field. Early experiments used an optical system to form an intermediate image at the plane of the shutter. The shutter was also found to perform acceptably when it was located just after the projection lens, out of the image plane. This allowed for a much simpler implementation and did not force a complicated modification of the projector.



Table 4 shows the results of testing with the scanning shutter and the improvement of dynamic resolution. In the experiment, a pattern of vertical bars was rotated in a computer generated scene. The rate of rotation was increased until the vertical bars could no longer be distinguished. Experimental results: • With the shutter set for a 25% duty cycle, the D-ILA dynamic resolution is better than the dynamic resolution of the Talaria. • With the shutter set for a 10% duty cycle at 40 deg/sec, the dynamic resolution of the D-ILA is the same as its static resolution and significantly better than the dynamic resolution of the Talaria. • Brightness varied as expected with duty cycle.



VistaView with scanning shutter resolution tests



IG Rate



Arcmin/OLP for approximate limit of perceptible modulation DILA DILA DILA DILA shutter normal normal shutter Relative motion for Talaria Talaria (no shutter) (no shutter) 25% open, 10% open, 90% closed 2nd test 75% closed test. 1st test 2nd test 1st test static 6.49 7.21 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 No decernable difference from 40 deg/sec 9.89 9.89 22.97 20.67 6.49 static res. No decernable difference from 100 deg/sec 13.56 15.07 >35 >35 12.2 static res. Table 4. Results from shutter experiment.



Others have found that reshaping the light emission from a full field time to an impulse greatly improves the image quality of video displayed with AMLCD displays. This is being considered for large panel displays such as those used in laptop computers. In that case, the method uses an array of fluorescent tubes to backlight the panel. The tubes are sequentially flashed from top to bottom of the panel synchronous with the panel update in the same fashion as the scanning shutter6. These fluorescent illuminators are not suitable for projectors however. Figure 13 shows the layout of the VistaView components with the scanning shutter devices placed between the D-ILA projector and the VistaView combining optics.



Projector Head



D-ILA Projector



Scanning Shutter Combining Optics Interface Electronics EF-48



Figure 13. VistaView with the scanning shutter assembly.



6. CONCLUSION The JVC D-ILA™ has been shown to be the desired light valve modulator for simulation applications due to its high resolution, fast response, inherent long life and resistance to UV aging. Experiments have shown that the VistaView™ head tracked area of interest display can capitalize on the D-ILA advantages by using a shutter device to reduce the emitted light to an impulse similar to that of a CRT emission. This method sacrifices brightness, but the gains in dynamic resolution are justified. This is currently being commercially implemented in the VistaView product as a replacement for discontinued Talaria™ and ILA™ projectors.
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